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THE KOTUKU VASE IS DESIGNED TO ACTIVATE WATER
as well as be a beautiful water feature

The means that the collected water has been cleansed of any small
electrical information from the pump, because the heart pulse figure8 was
the last influence the water experienced before collection for use.

For scientific background please refer to
www.healingwaterinstitute.org.nz/science
and
www.flowform.net/agriculture
The KOTUKU Vase holds 60+ liters of water, filled up to the bottom of
the hole in the back. To get water into the vase place a hose into the
hole in the front or back, or pour water gently into the Flowform figure8
surface on the top.
When using the Kotuku vase, please be very careful. It is made from
fired ceramic (thin stoneware brick) and therefore is brittle. The clay is
an especially strong mix, but you still must take all care to protect the
vase from impact on anything hard.

If you need to apply more than 60 litres, add more water and repeat what
has just been explained, so the next batch of preparations is
being
stirred in the Kotuku vase while you apply the Preparation Water onto
your land., wither by flicking with hand brushes or spraying with a clean
spray pack.
If you want to empty out all remains of the Preparation 500, you will need
to have placed the ceramic vase first of all on soft ground, so the Kotuku
can be tipped over and rolled onto its back, so the water can be directed
out of the hole at the back.
However, it is fine to leave the last pieces of the 500 in the base of the
vase. It can only add to the water condition over time.
OTHER BIODYNAMIC PREPARATIONS

BIODYNAMIC STIRRING INSTRUCTIONS especially for ‘500’
60 litres of Biodynamic Preparation 500 is sufficient for coverage over
4.5 acres or 2.2 hectares.

Any that need activation, such as the 501 Prep, can be treated in the
Flowform Kotuku vase in the same manner described.
COWPAT PIT (CPP) WATER ACTIVATION

Fill the Kotuku vase with 50 liters of water, preferably specially
collected rain water, by pouring it into the functional Flowform bowls on the
top of the vase.
Take the Preparation 500 mix (cow dung humus) and stir it vigorously in
a 10 litre bucket of water for a couple of minutes to dissolve the lumps of
organic matter. Break up any larger pieces by hand. Filter this if you
wish and then pour the water, with fine material in it, into the Kotuku
vase.
The pump is above the base of the ceramic vase, so any heavy lumps of
humus will drop below it, and finer pieces will safely pass through the
pump. The pump recirculates the water up into the Flowform figure8
surface from where it falls back into the vase, which is its own tank.
Stir for 60 minutes and then decant while the water is still flowing, by
placing the accompanying plastic chute into the outfall area of the vase.
Refer to www.youtube.com for < Flowform— Kotuku chute>

Again, stir the mixture in a 10 litre bucket of water to dissolve it, and
then activate through the Kotuku vase for 10 minutes as described on the
previous page, before decanting and spraying out on the land.
COMPOST TEA ACTIVATION AND OXYGENATION
Compost Tea is made up of material carrying micro-organisms and fungal
spoors, which are placed into water so they can propagate in huge
numbers over a 24 hour period, and then be spread out over the land.
As they increase in the water during those 24 hours, water temperature
goes up and oxygen supply goes down. Oxygenation is essential.
Through Flowform water treatment, oxygen is placed very effectively into
the water, using nature’s own best methods, while temperature is kept
down through vortical flow movement and temperature transfer in the air.
Prepare in the same way described in Biodynamic Preparation Stirring.

